COUNTERCURRENT 14
DAY-TO-DAY SCHEDULE
AT A GLANCE

**TUESDAY, APRIL 11**
11am-6pm
BYRON AS YONG + SUSIE J. LEE
Piano Concerto—Houston, on view at
CounterCurrent Headquarters

STEVE ROWELL
Uncanny Sensing (Texas Prototype), on view at CounterCurrent Headquarters

1pm
CURRENT CONVERSATIONS
The Politics of Language, Translation and Inclusion, CounterCurrent Headquarters

7pm
JONAH BOKAR + ANTHONY MCCALL
ECLIPSE, Jose Cura Terme Theatre

7pm
Media & Performance Project Screening

9pm
SUSANNE BOCANGIA
Radioantennen, El Banoద Ballroom

**SUNDAY, APRIL 10**
9pm-10pm
Opening Reception
CounterCurrent Headquarters

BYRON AS YONG + SUSIE J. LEE
Piano Concerto—Houston

STEVE ROWELL
Uncanny Sensing (Texas Prototype)

**THURSDAY, APRIL 13**
11am-6pm
BYRON AS YONG + SUSIE J. LEE
Piano Concerto—Houston, on view at CounterCurrent Headquarters

STEVE ROWELL
Uncanny Sensing (Texas Prototype), on view at CounterCurrent Headquarters

1pm
CURRENT CONVERSATIONS
Into the Wild: Itinerant Art Practices, CounterCurrent Headquarters

7pm
LITAS LAS ARTISTAS SO
El cuarto del Inconsciente, post-show discussion to follow, MECA

9pm
WU TSANG
Moved by the Motion [featuring boychild], ShameWorks

**SATURDAY, APRIL 12**
11am-1pm
ANTENA
Tactical Signage: Making the Invisible Visible, a workshop with Sandra de la Loza,
Blaffer Art Museum

11am-6pm
BYRON AS YONG + SUSIE J. LEE
Piano Concerto—Houston, on view at CounterCurrent Headquarters

STEVE ROWELL
Uncanny Sensing (Texas Prototype), on view at CounterCurrent Headquarters

1pm
CURRENT CONVERSATIONS
Into the Wild: Itinerant Art Practices, CounterCurrent Headquarters

2pm-5pm
ANTENA
Daily Spaces: Making the Invisible Visible, a workshop with Ingmar Hernandez,
Blaffer Art Museum

STEVE ROWELL
Uncanny Sensing (Texas Prototype), on view at CounterCurrent Headquarters

1pm
CURRENT CONVERSATIONS
Challenging the Boundaries: Collaboration Among the Arts, CounterCurrent Headquarters

4pm-7pm
ANTENA
La Colmena: Narrativas del trabajo doméstico / La Colmena: Narratives of Domestic Work,
Blaffer Art Museum

Ongoing
ANTENA
La Colmena